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Hello DirectToWeb
 
Ramsey Gurley:  [0:35] I'm Ramsey Gurley. I was here in Montreal at the last WOWODC in 2009. I'm a newcomer to the WebObjects community. I'm currently working in Miami at ZeoTech working on medical practice management software, and I guess you'd say my specialty is Direct to Web. So, I was invited here to give a little presentation on how to set up and produce a Direct to Web application. [1:04] And for today, I'm going to be giving...it's thin on slides. It's going to be more of a show and tell demonstration, because that's really the only way I can show you how to do it, is to actually roll up the sleeves and get into it. I hope you can follow along with the code I'm working on onscreen. If not, I plan on zipping up the demonstration application that I'm working on today and making it available to everyone here.
[1:20] I'll get in touch with Pascal about putting that up on maybe the WO community website or something so that everyone can look at it. Because I've tried to document the code as best I can with some comments explaining how to use certain aspects of the code.
[1:47] I guess I was excited to hear a few things from the earlier presentation. I was worried it might be too basic, but it seems there are some questions, in particular about load component content and ERX thread storage that I'll be trying to cover today. So, hopefully, you'll get to see a real world example of that being used.
[2:30] Without further ado, let's see if I can get this started. I'm going to focus on four tasks today, create...I thought I had a better slide than that. Well, anyway, we have four tasks that we're going to cover today‑‑ create, customize, navigate, and then at the end, assuming we have time, I'll show you a little bit of a bonus feature available through Direct to Web.
But, first, we want to create an application, and to do this, we're going to demonstrate that model changes are reflected immediately in your Direct to Web application so that when you do add in it to be, you change a relationship from a 2: [3:05] 1 to a mini, you change from allows null to required, it will be reflected immediately through model based validation.
[3:21] If something is required, and you don't enter a value, then you should get an error, and Direct to Web handles that for you. It also handles, by default, all your cred operations, and it gives you some pretty nice debugging tools.
[4:01] We're going to create our first application, and I will walk through those four things with you. You see here, I've already got a prebaked one made, and we'll go through that in a minute. But, first, I want to let you know that I'm using some templates for Direct to Web applications using the new ER Modern Look that David Leber has put together. It's a very nice Direct to Web application framework. There's several in Wonder. There's one that Mr. Mendez had put together, the Diva Look.
[4:13] I'm covering this one simply because it's the newest. It's the one that Apple put a little money into, I'm told, and it seems to be what a lot of people are interested in, so I'm going for the most popular at the moment.
To start your Direct to Web application, you'll want to get the templates for the ER Modern Look. One of our many Davids has put one together for us, Mr. I don't want to butcher your last name, but [inaudible 04: [4:29] 29] .
[laughter]
Ramsey:  [4:58] He has them up on his repository. This is the address here. Let's go ahead and zoom on that so everybody can make note and grab those later. You can grab them through his SVN. When you get them, you're going to want to put them into your application support folder, in your library folder under Wolipse project templates. [5:24] That's going to be for me, library application support, Wolipse, project templates, and there they are, the ER Modern Look templates. So you just grab them off of the SVN, dump them in here, and then they become available to you in the in‑equipped...
Man 1:  [5:28] The latest release of 3.6 actually has this in it?
Ramsey:  [5:29] Oh, it already has that...
Man 1:  [5:30] Yeah.
Ramsey:  [5:31] ...built in. OK. Good.
Man 1:  [5:32] It has to be the latest release.
Ramsey:  [5:40] OK, well, if you're using...I've got, actually, 3.6. I don't know if it's the very latest. I stopped updating about a week ago, because I found...
Man 1:  [5:42] No, you don't. It was yesterday.
Ramsey:  [6:02] So it just got committed. I did notice the discussion about whether we even needed to keep, like, the old WebObjects D2W, and that one may be deprecated at some point in the future. It may be that modern is the only you got to start with. [6:30] But, anyway, for now, I don't think I've got them on mine. We're going to create a new application and just go to WO project from template, and I assume when they are officially added in, you will see them lower down here. But you select your ER Modern Direct to Web project template. We'll just go with the defaults.
Actually, I'm going to save myself some trouble. Maybe we should...Well, we'll go with the default. I'll probably have trouble later. We'll call this the little [inaudible 06: [7:04] 44] app. Basically, we finish right there. We got an empty application now. Let me add that to the working sets so that we can see it.
Maybe I'll [inaudible 07: [7:46] 27] , because that looks like an old Direct Web. No, OK. It is ER, it's just [inaudible 07:35] . Anyway, it's pretty easy to import this. You need a model for a Direct Web application, of some sort. Otherwise, it doesn't really have anything to work off of.
[8:21] For this presentation, I've decided that it would easiest if I went with a model that everyone was maybe familiar with, the ER movies logic model. In order to add that, we're just going to go into Configure Build Path. We'll add in several frameworks, because the ER movies module has been modified to use the ER attachment and ER taggable. We're going to go ahead and include that.
[8:42] ER movies logic, ER tagable. We should be able to just launch this application, and see a very basic no code, Direct Web app in progress.
[9:28] You see the log in prompt. I don't know how many of you have played with Direct Web at all. Are any of you using Direct Web? Show of hands. According to PASCAL surveys, it seems to be about 30 percent of you have used Direct Web in some fashion. That looks about the amount of hands I saw.
[9:46] The rest of you, if you have avoided Direct Web for any reason, hopefully this talk today will show you that it's not anything mysterious. I'm fairly a newcomer to web objects, and for two years. If I can do it, you guys who are pros and have been at it for a long time can probably pick it up pretty easily.
That's not what I was expecting to see. Maybe I started the wrong app. We're having to futz with that. Let's just start over. The [inaudible 10: [10:34] 08] , and look at what it does do. You will have an idea of what we're shooting for as we're working here today. It's fairly simple. I didn't add a whole lot to it. I just wanted to demonstrate several customization techniques that you can use to get a Direct Web app running.
[10:48] If you can see here when we first log in, this is typically your query all pages. This is the default start page on a Direct Web app. You can change that with a couple of keys in the old system, but I just left it like it was.
[11:15] You see here, we have an ERX navigation menu. This is a fairly complex component. It's not very well documented, so I'm hoping that part of what I cover today will be this. I'll cover this in detail so that maybe it will get more use. It's a very neat component, but it's not very well documented, and difficult to get started with.
[11:45] You can see we've got on this tab, set up to list movies, and we have on our customer tab, our customer information for the logged in user. In this case, Richard Engle. So you see he has no rental history and on this page, you can actually select movies to rent. It gives you a confirm page, which allows you to now, you've rented the movie.
[12:07] And then, you've got the control code necessary to return the video after it's been rented. Seems like fairly standard flow control tasks that you might need to use in your applications. We've taken our movies logic. It's simply a framework of business logic, and we've now turned it into a working application.
[12:31] You'll also notice several nice things down here, some of which we've talked about earlier today, like the lock for J page that's built into the debug tools in the Direct to Web template and ER Modern Look. You've got the ability to turn on D2W debugging information in the Modern Look with the D2W link down here.
[12:50] The CSS link is not terribly useful to me. Safari has such good tools for working with CSS. It really is much easier nowadays, and I suppose that was better when we had not so nice browsers.
[13:18] But you also have a quick link to turn on and off SQL logging, rather than having to worry about it in your log for J page. You can clear your Direct to Web cache in case you have cached keys that you need to clear out and see if your keys that you're setting in your rule system are taking effect. There's a page for localization, load stats and running tests also, but I won't be getting into that.
[13:48] Let's bring it back to our setup app. The first thing we want to do is when we start the app, basically, it has no login logic at all. In order to set the user and perform all this navigation, we're going to need to set the user onto the session.
[14:14] So in the prebaked app, I've got a little login logic in the main component. I'm not going to get into actually studying it in‑depth because it's just your standard...Actually, it's not in main components. It's under direct action. It's just your standard check to make sure it's matching the database value, and if so, let them thread.
[14:59] We'll just click that and drop it into our direct action, which is not really doing anything at the moment. You'll see that we enter while we're standing here, when we entered the direct web application to begin with...On the factory, there's a default page method that we call. That's what we hand back when we actually do want to get into the app.
[15:13] Otherwise we're sitting here off failed. You can see we've got the red underline because we haven't set our user methods on the session yet, so let's go ahead and set that up while we're at it.
[16:00] We'll create accessories for that. This is a source code generator. We'll generate the getters and setters for that. Change the getter to just user. Now we've got a user on the session, and we should be now able to see real login happening.
I forgot to save. I guess I shouldn't have been [inaudible 16: [16:47] 21] . This is not going as smoothly as I would have expected. Maybe I ought to just shut it from the pre‑date gap , and then that way we know everything's working.
Man 1:  [inaudible 16:57] [17:00] .
Ramsey:  [17:04] I didn't immediately, because I was going to add that as the bonus part of it.
Man 1:  [inaudible 17:04] [17:07] .
Ramsey:  [17:08] Yeah. I didn't...Oh, I know what it is.
Man 1:  [inaudible 17:11] [17:11] .
Ramsey:  [17:38] I know what it is. I know what it is now. That's why nothing's going right for me. Because I had made a few modifications, small modifications for the bonus feature to the movie's logic, and I forgot to revert that before I started showing the demo. We'll get rid of that, and we should be launch without the core business logic framework right away. [inaudible 17:38] . [inaudible 17:54]
[17:55] header is missing.
Man 2:  [inaudible 17:58] [17:59] .
Ramsey:  [18:31] Yeah, that got rid of it. Perfect. We'll try that again. Back into the new app. I actually have a patch for the demonstration in the demonstration app, so you don't have to modify your core business or your movie's logic yourself. [18:54] First, we're going to demonstrate that...Well, I guess we were going to demonstrate that. I think I better stick with the pre‑baked one, since I know that works, and we are limited on time. But before I do that I need to reapply my patch.
[19:23] You can see I'm working with Wonder Source in my workspace. As Karen would tell you, it's the best way to go about doing these things. But you don't see it all because I've got everything in working sets.
Anyway, we've added...Now, my database isn't right. [inaudible 19: [20:26] 48] user, OK. There's one other patch though. It was made through the database, the rental tools user cable. The external name was rental users, so I made a patch to make it rental user. Then, we had another patch come in right behind it, which changed a lot of the database and gave us a fixed up, migration‑less version of rentals user, and it changed the name back.
Just need to make that one little change there and we should be back in business. I guess I need to stop that last [inaudible 20: [20:49] 38] , lest we get confused. [inaudible 20:47] .
All technical difficulties aside now, you can see authentication failed. We need to actually enter authentication information. I got Mr. Ringo memorized there, too, though [inaudible 21: [21:27] 06] into the database already. Let's go ahead and cover, since I seem to be getting a little behind on my schedule. Let's cover these four points.
[22:04] Lot of based validation, lot of changes immediately reflected. Obviously, you just saw what changing the name of the external name made it work in. A lot of based validations, an easy one. You can see that if there is something required by the model, then it will fill an arrow when we try to save an object without that something that's required.
[22:49] In order to do that, we need to make our entities editable, so I'll add a quick key. It gives us blanket editing ability. Now, we should be able to simply do a, let's say, find only user. We can edit Mr. Ringo, and we can see that that's what is required. If we try to save without that password, it's going to tell us that it has to have one.
[23:09] If we change the model and allow no password, then it will allow us to save that. You can see we're performing current operations, so obviously I need debugging tools. OK, let's get back to the presentation here.
We've got to cover how to customize. We're going to do that by first looking at the three components that come with the template that are just regular work components. This is not Direct Web at all. This is simply like you would any web application, you're going to have a name. The [inaudible 23: [23:38] 33] header are themselves, also, just standard components.
You can modify them to your heart's content, put whatever you want in them. There's no Direct Web magic involved in it at all. The only thing to note is that with the pager app, that name is looked for specifically. If you want to start a Direct Web application through [inaudible 23: [24:01] 56] , that's something we should probably look at really quickly here.
[24:43] What do you need to add to a web path to make it into a Direct Web application? There are about four libraries. All you have to do is start your normal Wonder application, and you add ER DirectToWeb. If you're using modern, then you'd add the three modern frameworks. For a Direct Web application, you also need the Java Direct Web and Java D2W generation frameworks, and finally, the Java ER project.
[25:06] You add those frameworks to your class path, the application becomes a Direct Web application. You'll need to set a few things in the resources folders, the D2W model file, so that it can find them, and there's a D2W client file. If it's not there, add cases where I converted a non‑Direct Web app into a Direct Web app.
[25:28] That really slowed, because it was looking for the D2W client file in the app. When it didn't find it, it for some reason, took about 500 milliseconds to find it per each request. I had 12 images on a page. It took 12 times 500 milliseconds. It took about six seconds to load the page. Probably just the fact that it was a really cold Wonder that we were using at the time. Definitely not a problem now.
[25:39] But, if that is the case, you know that you need a few resources in your resource folder to actually make it a full Direct to Web app. That's what the template does.
[26:14] Back to presentation. I really like this image. It's from the Apple Direct to Web documentation. It's probably my favorite image out of any of the Apple documentation in that it actually gives us an idea of what real component content really looks like. If you have trouble getting your brain wrapped around it...I did at first. It took looking at this image to really clarify it for me.
[26:31] Welcome Home content is like a picture frame. Your root component in this particular image is the NEU inspect page. The page wrapper, which is actually the outer edge of your page, is just a sub‑component of that page.
[26:56] When I was first looking at it, I would have thought that the parent component of the NEU page was the page wrapper, but that's not the case. It's actually nested inside of it. It's got this little hole cut through it, and then your menu header is just referenced directly in there. Inside of the component content, each of those little gray boxes...
[27:12] Actually, all the gray boxes on that picture are dropped into the page by a little switch component which is kind of the opposite of the web component content. It allows you to name a component. It simply drops it into the page for you based on page name.
[27:38] If, for instance, you were using DRX load component content and you were using template names, it's the opposite way. Instead of cutting more holes for different areas of the page, you simply drop in switch components in those areas and then you name the components you want dropped in. There was another image to that that shows the layering.
As far as customization of the Direct to Web app goes, outside of your three components that are just standard, typical web components, you'll probably do most of your customization through rules or through custom Direct to Web components that you would insert through, like, the [inaudible 28: [28:03] 00] , which I think it is.
[28:21] There are a handful of keys that you'll find yourself using a lot of. The task and sub‑task keys help you define what your page is doing. The display property keys allow you to define what properties are being displayed on the page at any particular time.
[28:40] The property key and component name are very important. Whenever you get to a specific property key, it allows you to name your component name. That's what's dropped into the page with those switch components. It looks through the Direct to Web context, finds the component name and puts in the correct component.
[28:59] Then you have your page configuration and page name keys. These allow you to actually specify what page is being used. The page configuration is a combo. It tells task an entity and then page name is defined from there.
[29:22] I've got several of those rules already set up. We can look at a few of them and see how they come out in the app. In the D2W model file, for instance, on the customer page.
[29:55] This one's a really interesting one. Inspect tab customer. What that tells the page generator is that your configuration is an inspect tab, which tells it's an inspect task‑‑the sub‑task is tab‑‑and that you're inspecting a customer. It really has almost all the information it needs to render a page right there, other than what information about the customer entity are you wanting to show.
[30:28] If you look down here in the value of the display property key, you can see it looks a little different than just a typical array of strings. There are two notations you can use with a tab inspect page. One is a series of nested arrays. I tend to prefer this one better because it's pretty straightforward. The brackets around this one mean it's a tab. The parentheses around this one mean it's a section.
If we go back and look at the page...We've got [inaudible 30: [30:51] 35] to get that running. You can see that we have the tab. Personal information here. Then you have sections‑‑identity, address. Each of these are being...Yes?
Man 3:  [inaudible 30:51] [30:53] ?
Ramsey:  [31:14] The documentation on the rules are actually right down here in the documentation area. Each one of these rules has a documentation note explaining what they're doing. Like I said, I'll make these available to you after the demonstration so that you can...
Man 3:  [31:16] Is that standard [inaudible 31:16] ?
Ramsey:  [31:43] It's standard, but if you look in any of the Direct to Web frameworks, you're probably not going to find any because Mike just recently added this feature to the rule model. Most of them aren't documented at all. Hopefully, that will change now that there's actually a documentation field in there. It's a really nice addition. I appreciate Mike taking the time to add that.
Man 3:  [inaudible 31:44] [31:46]
Ramsey:  [32:03] Oh, as far as which keys to use? The display property keys? Those are documented in the Java API box. They're listed under D2W property bindings, and on each one of the pages. If you go to I guess the ERMod inspect page template, it'll have at the top, you've got a list of bindings, like you would [inaudible 32: [32:20] 14] . Underneath it, you will see a list of D2W bindings, and it will give you the list of keys that that page listens for.
[32:31] Not all of the keys are...Basically, it's just a notation of the keys that the page uses at the moment. Not all of them are very well documented though as to what they actually do.
[32:58] Some of the cases, like this one, the display property keys with the inspect tab. That's on the very top of the ERD2W page in the Wonder API box. If you go just to the base class, the ERD2W page, it'll show you the notation with the nested arrays, and this is the other notation which I find simpler.
[33:16] So, you can see we've got multiple tabs. We've got the information broken up. Other rule customization that we can do, we have...
Man 4:  [33:21] Could you put light nodes on the brackets for same model you have?
Ramsey:  [33:40] I don't believe you can. You probably could, but it probably wouldn't be a wise thing. If you don't want the section header to show up, you just want it to be section, you can do that through...I think it is show header some such. [34:07] The easiest way to find these keys is if you are working with source in your workspace, to simply go to the component that provides that functionality, and you can find all the keys down directly in the components themselves. Let me show you that particular one. I'll get into more of this tomorrow on my other presentation.
[34:18] The HelloD2W almost needs to be second for that reason, because I knew that you guys would have a lot of questions about where are these keys coming from.
[34:54] But we go into Direct Web, all right, just go with the modern Direct to Web, and we want to go to the section header ERN section text, and there is display name for section key. Actually, no, it's not that one.
[35:37] I think I'm looking in the wrong component. But it's basically a show header text, or some such. I'll look it up and send you an email later, if you'll just hear me after the demonstration. But, yeah, it's possible to completely omit it.
[36:00] Also, for CSS, if you don't like it you could simply put display none on it. We're running a little short on time, looks like, so I'm going to move on into the navigate part, because this is actually probably the trickier aspect of booting a Direct to Web app, is navigating through the components.
[36:23] That is done...let's see, where is key note? That is done with action buttons, next page delegates, and the navigation menu, which I'll try to cover in more depth in a minute.
[36:42] The action buttons and next page delegate are intertwined. The action buttons, basically you put them into the page using your display property keys. You define a component name for the action if you need to. That makes them injectable by the rule system.
Then most of your action buttons, the well written [inaudible 36: [37:13] 48] will, before they do anything will ask the next page delegate for a next page. If it provides a value, then it just goes with that. If not, then it provides you some default functionality. So an edit button, it'll say, OK. Do I have a next page delegate? If so, give me a next page, and if not, I'll just do a normal edit action. I'll produce an edit page and spit that back out instead of...
Man 4:  [37:20] So do you do the second [inaudible 37:15] .
Ramsey:  [37:33] Yeah. The second way is just it sets up the default action, which is it just provides you with a edit customer page, or an edit whatever page, and produce the initial [inaudible 37:29] that you're going to editing, or edit the [inaudible 37:32] that you're looking at. [37:52] The next page delegate obviously is kind of the guy in charge. The buttons ask it for a direction. If the button doesn't get any, then it does its default.
[38:08] These two, you can inject via the rule system. In ERD2W, there is a...not just a next page and set next page. There is a page controller which you can use with a controller button to provide flow control as well.
[38:30] This allows you to intervene on CRUD operations. Let's say before you want to save an object you want to confirm with the user so you can actually inject a next page delegate which allows you to put up a confirmation page, ask if the user is sure they want to save, and then continue.
That is ultimately what controls the page flow, and I will show you a couple of those we have in the [inaudible 38: [39:27] 39] . Several delegates, one of them is the rent movies delegate. It is a simple next page delegate, and it is loaded into the rent movies page from this action here.
[39:54] This action's actually on the main navigation controller, which is hooked up to that navigation menu. So, you are here. You click your rent movies. The navigation menu then goes to that action. It produces this page using the logic here. Most of this should probably be in your model. It's not really Direct to Web stuff, so I won't talk about that so much.
[40:22] But you're basically getting a page configuration, finding out here which ones are available for rent, and then displaying the page configuration from here. But before you send it back, on that page you set the next page delegate to the rent movies delegate.
[40:50] That rent movies delegate then, when you click the select button, intervenes. It steps in. The select button says, OK, I have a next page delegate, so I'll ask it what I need to do. The next page delegate then tells you, you have a selected object. If you do have a selected object then we are going to go to a confirm page, the ERD message page interface. Yes?
Woman 1:  [inaudible 40:51] [40:53]
Ramsey:  [41:29] Oh, I'm sorry. I didn't mean to speed through that quite so fast. The navigation menu here, when you click this it loads the delegate with this call right here. It's in that action method that gets called off of the ERX navigation menu, which is basically...It's a big fancy component that you load up your action keypads in a P list, and you just find actions like you would on a component action almost. [41:54] What that does is when we try to rent a movie, we select one. Instead of automatically renting it, it sends us to our message page and it says, "Would you like to rent this movie, or click cancel." If you click cancel then no movie is rented, and if you confirm, then you have a rental.
[42:10] You can see on this page we have another one. This is the page controller I was telling you about. This movie's already been returned on top, so the page controller doesn't give you any action. You don't need one. It's already been returned.
[42:33] If not, you can return the video using this action. I'll show you the rules that are used to set that up. I grouped them all together at priority 101 so they'd be easy to find.
[43:03] You start by designating the actions that you're going to show next to the table. That's the actions key. The actions key, basically it's a dictionary. It's got left, right, and center. I think ER Modern list repetitions only use left and right. If it's a left action then it's shown on the left hand side of the table here. If it's a right action then it's shown over here on the right with the inspect and the page controller.
Man 5:  [inaudible 43:03] position, do you use CSS or [inaudible 43:08] [43:08] ?
Ramsey:  [43:33] You can do the positioning with CSS. I actually had to cheat a little on this one, because the ER Modern template, the CSS in it hides all the page controller buttons. I'm not sure exactly why. But I actually turned that on just in the page wrapper at the top. You can see I've got...well, let me find my page wrapper. [43:56] I've got a little bit of CSS inline there, and all it's doing is making it visible display inline, and gives it the nice little rounded menu. The menu's ugly. If you don't do the CSS yourself, it just gives you an unordered list. So, it's your job to make it beautiful.
[44:20] That gives you the page controller button here. But what isn't defined in the rules, or at least wasn't in this set of rules that I'm using was the page controller action. So, I probably...OK, yeah.
[44:35] For the component name, we had to set up, whenever the property key is page controller action, we want it to return a component of ERD controller button, and that is that gear wheel component that you're seeing on the page.
[44:55] There are two that use the ERD branch delegate. One is the ERD action bar. The other is the ERD controller button. The controller button uses the page controller, and the ERD action bar uses the next page delegate. So, there's a subtle difference there.
In this case, we wanted the controller button, and we wanted to apply it to individual choices in the list. We load our page controller into the page using [inaudible 45: [45:28] 12] , the list rental delegate. Since we didn't load it through the navigation menu, we can actually load next page delegate and page controller through the rule system using the next page delegate and page controller key.
[45:56] So, the list rental delegate is here, and basically, it just takes the object value, checks if it has a date returned of null, then it gives it a date. Now, it's considered check back in. And then, just saves changes, and I know don't swallow exceptions, but just for the demo purpose this works for now.
[46:12] We've dropped the controller in via the rule system. We could have done the other in next page delegate also, where we were loading it through the navigation menu. We could have simply loaded that the exact same way.
[46:24] You can see this rule that's disabled. It's set up to load the next page delegate. If you simply omit it from the navigation menu, this will take care of it for you. So there are two ways that you can inject that in there.
[46:42] That pretty much covers the next page delegates and the action buttons that I wanted to cover. The navigation menu will take a little time, so let's go directly into that.
[47:04] For the navigation menu, it's a little tricky to use. There's a few things that you need to set up. First, if you want to localize the keys, you need to set a property. Everything's set through properties in Wonder. That one is the ER extensions navigation manager to localize display keys.
[47:30] In the application class when it finishes initializing, you need to actually call a method to configure the navigation manager. Just make that one call, and if you forget it, you will know it because your navigation menu won't work. You have to create a P list file, which is what we're editing now. So we will get to that in a second.
[47:54] You need to set the navigation context, and in the menu header on the modern template, it actually does this for you. We can have a look at it really quick. The menu header, you have the navigation context, and it actually puts one together for you.
[48:13] Essentially, it's the direct web context in a direct web app. It checks, it says, OK, do I have one already on this session? If not, or even if there is, we'll grab the direct web context off of the direct web page. If there's not a direct web page then it just uses the one set on the session.
[48:26] Then, finally, you need to set the navigational stay, which I'll discuss a little further down, because it'll be confusing unless you know a little bit more about navigation first.
[48:48] To begin with, in the navigation menu, you have a root element, and you have children to the root element. These are the children that you see at the very top level of the tabs. Home, movie, customer. If you want to use it, you obviously have to start somewhere.
[49:20] The name of your navigation menu item also defines the state. So you have the home action, the navigation state would be home. If you want your navigation state to be customer rental history like it is now, then the navigation state would be customer, and rental history. Let's see if I can find that. Oh, here's one. Movie, create movie.
[49:55] It's basically a dot separated key path just like everything else in web objects. The action, in this case session, nav control, or home action, there's the main navigation controller, which we were looking at here, is actually set on the session when the app starts up, as the nav controller.
[50:24] So, by calling the session dot navigation controller, dot whatever, any method on the navigation controller will be what's called. It doesn't have to be a component action. It can be a HREF, that is just a straight up URL. It can be a action, it can be a page name, or it can be a direct action name, and it is called in that order.
[50:40] So if you have both listed, if you have an action and a direct action name, it's going to go with the action. Then, of course, we have more children. An example of using direct action is the graph action here.
[51:22] This one's actually a pretty neat one. I'll show it to you really quick. Clicking on the graph here, you can see we get a full printout of our model in a PDF file. This is something that Angelo added not long ago to ER Direct to Web. If you used the old entity modeler that had the nice little graphical representation and you miss that, this can give you a way to look at your entire model [laughs] in a graphical way.
[51:33] It has a few things floating over here. I think Angelo didn't completely finish it. It's a good starting point, place to work from.
[51:51] But one of the things that that graph actually needs is it needs a query binding. You can list your query bindings in your navigation controller just by setting it up as a dictionary. So, in that case, you need to either format it the SPG OR PDF. We name it PDF here.
[52:22] Moving right along, the display name in the navigation menu P list, it takes precedence over the name. If you have a named button and you want to give it a display name that is different, instead of calling it rentals you may want to call it rented videos or something, then you could enter that into the display name.
[52:33] Also, if you're using localization, the display name is used in the nav key. So it takes precedence over the name any time it's mentioned.
[53:08] There's conditions and there's children conditions in the navigation mini P‑list. The children conditions are a little weird because it doesn't use an array of strings, like most of the others, just. It uses a comma separated string. So not quite sure why it was done that way, but you just have to use key paths that resolve to a Boolean and have it comma separated.
[53:35] If any of those result to false...it's anded, and so if any of those result to false, then none of the children for that tab will show up. In this case, we're looking...Does the session user have administrator access and does the session user have employee access? If either of those is false, then on the movie tab, you will see nothing underneath movie. You will not be able to create a movie, basically, unless you're an administrator.
[54:02] Also, you can name your direct action class when setting up a direct action. In this case, I chose the logout action in Wonder ZRX direct action because it was one of the more obvious things to do just a demonstration of what the navigation menu key list is able to do.
[54:33] Another one that isn't obvious is that you can have children choices. If your children key doesn't evaluate to an array, if it is a string instead, then it's evaluated as a key path, and what that key path returns...If it returns an array, then that array is used as your children choices. If it returns a string, then that string is used as a key in your children choices dictionary.
[55:00] So session user access level...if they're access level one, they're administrator. They'd get choice one. If they're access level two, they're an employee, they'd get choice two. If they're access level three, they get rental history and rent movies. This allows you to turn on and off individual choices, rather than blanket...With the children conditions, it's a blanket. You get all or none.
[55:13] With children choices, you can set up different choices based on user types. This is useful for, obviously, permissions and that thing if you've got certain users that are capable of doing other things.
[55:46] There's just choice one and choice two. They don't really go anywhere. Also, has activity is another key available in the navigation menu P‑list. The has activity is a little tricky because it requires this little carrot at the front. It's expecting a Boolean, so if you don't give it a truth‑y value or a false‑y value like true, false, one, zero, then if you give it a key path, it needs to have this little carrot to indicate that it is a key path instead.
[56:23] Then this one, if the session user, customer, has overdue rentals, then it would give a little star beside the rental history tab. We can change that to...I think true should do the trick. You can see this little yellow star. So, for instance, if they had overdue movies, you want to draw their attention to the tab, that's a way you can do it, with your little has activity binding there.
[56:57] Finally, we will discuss the conditions and the qualifier keys in the navigation P‑list. The conditions is pretty useful. You can set it on a particular tab, and if any of those conditions evaluate to false, then that tab doesn't show up. Also, you can, instead of anding the array, you can or the array by giving it double brackets, like this array here.
[57:27] The double brackets means or. The single brackets and. So, if either of these values evaluated to true, then it would show up. The qualifier binding is a little bit... I'm not quite able to figure out what it was intended for. I'm sure that it had some useful purpose, but it escapes me as to what that one was, because the qualifier binding itself is...the qualifier is evaluated against the navigation item.
[57:35] So like in this case, qualifier name equals rent moves. You can see up here name equals rent movies, it'll show up.
[57:58] It only gets evaluated if you have conditions, and it is only evaluated against the navigation item itself. I'm sure there's a use for it, and I just haven't seen one, I guess. [laughs] But I haven't seen it in use anywhere. It's not documented, so I guess I'll figure it out one of these days.
[58:52] That covers the navigation menu. Let's see what we have left in these slides. Oh, yeah. Bonus time. ER core user preferences. ER core user preferences is a really nice way to persistently store preferences that your users have as they are working with your application. For instance, if you come into movie, and you sort by revenue, and then you log out, when Richard Engle comes back in, and you go back to movies, you can see it's still sorted by revenue.
[59:24] You can also do this with your batch navigation count. Instead of being ordered by default, you change that from 10 to 15, you've got a longer list now. Log out again. It's not stored on the session. It's actually being stored on the fly in the database. It's on a per page configuration basis. So I log in Mr. Engle again, if I can type his name correctly.
[59:52] You can see it is sorted by revenue here, but the back size of 15 isn't shown here. It's going to stay 10. If I change it to 15 here, it'll be 15 here. If I change it to 20 on the rental history page here, it just applies to that page configuration.
[60:17] How you do that requires you to import two more frameworks, the er.corebusinesslogic framework does the core user preferences. It also does some other neat things that you might want to check out later that isn't D2W, like audit trails. I really like it. It's not terribly difficult to set up.
[60:55] In the session class over the user, I have the steps necessary to make use of the er.corebusinesslogic user preferences. The first step is to implement the core user interface on your user entity, and that was the modification I made to business. The movie's logic framework was to change the user and add the implementation for these methods, actually these methods here.
[61:25] You can see they're really simple. Basically, it's just creating a preference relationship on this user EO, and implementing the interface here. Once you've done that, you need to set up the actual relationship to the accurate entity when your app starts. That's going to be down here in the application class.
[61:48] You can see when we finish launching, I am calling the er.corebusinesslogic add preferences relationship to actor entity. You just give it the entity name, and then it will set up that relationship for preferences on that entity automatically for you. That way, if you've got an existing model...
Man 6:  [inaudible 61:50] [61:50] .
Ramsey:  [62:10] Yeah. It has migrations to create the core business logic model. Let me find it. I don't think I've got it in the workspace. Under frameworks?
Man 6:  [inaudible 62:12] [62:13] .
Ramsey:  [62:26] Modifying the user is the only change you have to make to your framework. You do have to modify the user to produce the preferences, set preferences and a new prefs method to implement the...
Man 6:  [inaudible 62:28] [62:30] .
Ramsey:  [62:58] Well, that's what this does. This creates the relationship for that preference relationship that you set up the attributes on. If you look in this method, what it does is it eventually calls now to this method, and it simply creates an EO relationship on the user entity. [63:38] Whatever user entity you hand it, it's going to create a preferences relationship, and then you actually need to add the code for those preferences to your user. When you do that, you need to set the actor entity. Once you do, add session awake, session sleep, and whenever they log in, obviously, you'll need to set the user on the session. You do that in the session class, different session.
[64:16] You can see on awake, on sleep, we set it back to no. Whenever we set the user when they first log in, we set the actor entity there, also. You can see we're calling a static method on er.corebusinesslogic, but relating to our last presentation, you can see that the actor is actually just being set as a key on your thread storage.
[64:25] Now, what that does is that allows the core business logic to pick the actor off of the thread storage without actually having to know anything about your session at all.
[64:59] So whenever the actor creates a preference, it can store it for that actor. It doesn't need to know about your session. Whenever the model changes for the audit trails, it can pick that actor off of the thread storage without needing to know about your user. All it needs to know is that it can handle preferences and then for the audit trails. I think it actually just stores a key global ID. It doesn't actually store the entity itself, so that makes it possible.
[65:33] That's actually a good example of how to use ERX thread storage because I think in a lot of cases, you might end up hurting yourself more than helping yourself, if you start handing your ERs off the background threads through the thread storage instead of passing a key global ID, which I believe Karen was demonstrating at the beginning. So I think that's going to about cover...let's see, make sure I haven't missed step four.
[65:59] Step four, oh yeah, optionally, you can create your own handler class name with a preference. You give the class name in your properties file, and you can set up your own preference handler. By default, the ER core business logic only handles two preferences, which is the sort orderings and the batch size.
[66:34] But I personally have used it to create other preferences, like calendar view. So if you are on day view or week view, it'll remember next time you log back in and your own list schedule of appointments page or whatever. It will remember that you were looking at it from week view as opposed to just slamming you into some default view every time. So I think that about covers it. I'm about out of time, so I guess I'll take some questions if anyone has any.
Man 7:  [66:41] I was wondering how did you actually expand those preferences to handle your own specific case?
Ramsey:  [67:09] In my case...let me find the preference handler. I think I've got it in the [inaudible 66:54] file. Let me show you the core business logic framework, too, while I'm at it. [67:47] Basically, what it does is the preference handler receives notifications. Whenever batch size changes, the ERX batch navigation bar fires a notification, and the preference handler key here sets up whatever object you handle it as the receiver of those notifications. So you basically set your preference handler object up to listen for ERXbatchnavigationbar.batchsizechanged. That will give you the notification necessary for the batch size changes.
[68:02] For sort ordering, I think it's ERXsortorder. It has a notification it fires, and it only fires that notification when there's a D2W context bound to it. So it's very much integrated into the Direct to Web stuff.
[68:23] And for mine, I just set up a notification in the calendar navigation bar that I've created, very similar to the way batch navigation bar does it. It just fires the notification, and it produces...The notification carries with it what the value changed to, so it can be stored.
Man 8:  [68:29] You don't have to do anything on the back end?
Man 7:  [68:32] You don't have to change the mod. Only the back end at all?
Ramsey:  [68:58] No, it just uses the ER core user preferences. Actually, I can show that to you in the app. The preferences, ER seek preference. You can see we've created two for Mr. Engle, and it has a key which is the sort ordering list, which is the...Sort ordering is the preference that changed. List movie is the configuration. [69:18] And then the value is stored in this dictionary that tells you exactly what the value is supposed to be. It's really nifty, and you don't have to think about it unless you just set one up. If I can find the preference handler delegate that I implemented myself, you can see it's a pretty basic thing.
[69:47] So, you see, it just sets itself up as an observer for the three notifications that are going to be fired. One is batch navigation bar. One is my calendar navigation bar in my framework. And one is ERX sort order.
[70:16] Down here, you have methods handle batch size change, handle calendar view change, handle sort ordering change, and those simply call a handle change method, and the value passed from the notification is then stored on your user preferences object. When you call take value for key on the user preferences object, it handles the rest. It does everything else for you.
[70:25] Any other questions?
Man 9:  [70:55] I'm not sure. I didn't look that closely at the schedule. I know we're going to be talking about other Direct to Web things. What about the property list components, like if you wanted something special, like for uploading an attachment, like an image or something like that? That seems like one of the real powerful things with Direct to Web, is that you don't want to freeze a page. You want to write your own property level...
Ramsey:  [70:56] Property level component.
Man 9:  [70:57] Component, yeah.
Ramsey:  [71:00] I'll actually be covering that tomorrow, as a matter of fact.
Man 9:  [71:00] Oh, OK. Great.
Ramsey:  [71:19] It will, I hope, be a little easier to follow than this demonstration. I know that, with the code on the screen, it's probably not so easy as it is with slides. Tomorrow it will be more conceptual and probably...I mean, the only code I'll be showing you then will be very basic, like, not even real code. It's like pseudo‑code thing, so...
Man 9:  [71:20] Cool.
Ramsey:  [71:24] It's more conceptual, and I hope to cover that pretty thoroughly.
Man 9:  [71:24] Thank you.
Ramsey:  [71:38] Thank you. Well, if nobody has any other questions, I appreciate you all for having me. I'll see you tomorrow. [applause]
[71:42]
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